
Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Suggestion 

Conclussion 

In the last chapter, the researcher conclude that there are argument in article, but  

the argument based on element of argument is not all found in article. From all 

argument was found, the argument as assumption more dominant than argument as 

definition, premises and syllogism and deduction. This support of the data argument 

that was found in each article. In the article “Collectivism and Individualism towards 

Plurarity of modern Society” from thirty four datas argument, there are twenty two 

datas argument as assumption. Then in article “Postharvest orange loses and small scale 

farmer’s perception on the loss causes in the fruit value chain: a case study in Rusitu 

Vlley, Zimbabwe” from fourteen datas argument there are seven datas argument as 

assumption. In addition, it can be conclude that in the article “Collectivism and 

Individualism towards Plurarity of modern Society” the argument given in this article 

presented by providing the reason and explanation as the base assumption in order to 

persuade the reader to have the same opinion that collectivism more acceptable than 

individualism in the modern society etc, where as in the next article “Postharvest orange 

loses and small scale farmer’s perception on the loss causes in the fruit value chain: a 

case study in Rusitu Vlley, Zimbabwe”, this article provide the reader with some 

assumption supported by the data and information to support the assumption.  

 

 



Suggestion 

Finally, I would like to give suggestion about this study which related with the 

analysis of argument in others media. Moreover, for further research students of English 

departments, I suggest conducting another research about argument but by using 

another media, such as magazine, newspaper or research journal and it is aimed to 

enrich the source of reference. Also, I suggest to next researcher to conduct a research 

to compare an arguments in article of scientific journal with the other simple article.  
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